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For this project I will be creating four final images as part of my work. The way that I will be creating these images is by using a joiner style of photography and also editing. The editing that I will do for this project will be the bulk work of my final four images as from my research I have found that this is something that comes with creating joiners. For my shoots I will mainly be based in the studio as I don’t require any fancy backgrounds or for any of my work to be based outside of the studio. I will also use photoshop to edit my images and to create my final pieces I think that using this along with a studio set up will mean that I could come out with some really good work at the end of my project. My experimental shoots will also take place in the studio as they are very similar to the shoots that I will be doing for my final images.
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For this project I will be incorporating Joiners with News Stories to create News based Joiners the reason that I chose to do this was because I have previously looked at the work of David Hockney and I was really interested in the variety of different Joiners that he created and I really wanted to create something similar. I am also really interested in photojournalism and wanted to find a way that I could incorporate both into my project and I felt that this was the best way to do this. I have researched a few different photographers from each different category and have found out a lot of different things that have helped me to develop my project further and have also helped me to develop my idea in order to make my ideas stronger. The news stories that I will be focusing on are some that have previously been featured in the news and also some that are currently being covered in the news. I will use these news stories a long with a joiner style of photography to create a piece of work that will represent a news story in different ways for example I could show opinions, what the story involves and also how the story affects people and the different ways that it can do this.
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To evaluate this project I will firstly contact print my images from my final shoot so that they are together and I will annotate the contact sheet to show the images that i have created and the process that I used to create it. I will then bring my images together and edit them to create my final joiner and I will be creating four of these to create my final four pieces. Like my research I will then analyse my images breaking them down and finding the different key aspects that I have found from other artists work and used in my own work. I will then evaluate my research and discuss how it has helped me and also how I used to towards my own project. During my image evaluation I will make sure to include what went well with that certain image and what I like about it and how it is successful and I will also include what didn’t go so well and what I could do differently next time if I had to do the project again.
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For my research for this project I will be researching different artists that use joiners in their work and I will be analysing there work to see what they use to make their work effective and also what I could take from their work and use in my idea. I will also be doing the same with photojournalists as this will contribute to the news aspect of my work. To display my research sources I will be creating a bibliography in a Harvard Format to show where I got certain information from and what I used the information for.


